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VB PARTNERS - is a legal boutique specializing in White-Collar Crime and Dispute 
Resolution, founded in 2005. 

Our team includes 12 very experienced, innovative attorneys who are not afraid of 
managing complex projects and have a deep understanding of their clients' business 
processes. 

We have extensive experience in business protection from the pressure of law en-
forcement agencies, conducting investigations and asset tracing, supporting criminal 
proceedings and complex disputes in the courts of all instances. The firm sup-
ports cases both in Ukraine and in foreign jurisdictions. 

Our team has also a thorough knowledge of the Ukrainian anti-corruption legislation 
and other Compliance components, including Whistleblowing System implementation. 

Our attorneys are recognized national experts on extradition, Interpol and cross-
border investigations.   

Thanks to years of successful practice, complex projects, the company and its lawyers 
have received recognition of all professional international and national ratings (Best 
Lawyers, The Legal 500 EMEA, Chambers Europe, Who is Who Legal, IFRL 1000, Legal 
Award and others). 

  

WE ARE TRUSTED BY 

 Whirlpool/Indesit, British American Tobacco, Colliers International, Continental 
Farmers Group, Scania, Avellana Gold, Svitland Development, SkyEng; 

  United Company Rusal, EuroChem Group, Quarter Partners, IMMER Ukrplastic; 

 Shareholders and top managers of banks: Khreschatyk, Delta Bank, Delta Bank 
Belarus, Premium, Classicbank, Trust, Expobank, Terra Bank, Ukrsibbank BNP 
Paribas Group, etc. 

 

      RANKINGS & AWARDS 

 Best Lawyers: Law firm of the Year in Criminal Defense; 

 Who is Who Legal: among the TOP-3 best Ukrainian companies in the field of 
Asset recovery, Business crime defence and Investigations; 

 Chambers Europe: highly recommended in White-Collar Crime;  

 The Legal 500 EMEA: highly recommended in White-Collar Crime, Dispute Reso-
lution and Tax;  

 Ukrainian Legal Awards: Denys Bugay - Best Criminal Lawyer of Ukraine in 
2018, Vladimir Vashchenko - Best Lawyer in Tax Disputes in 2019; 

 TOP-50 leading law firms of Ukraine: in TOP-4 best companies in the field of 
White-Collar Crime and recommended in Litigation, etc. 

ABOUT THE FIRM 

WE NEUTRALIZE 

RISKS 



RECOGNITIONS 

 

EXPERIENCE HIGHLIGHTS 

 Protection of the interests of shareholders and top managers of Delta Bank in 
criminal cases on the facts of alleged misappropriation of assets, abuse of office 
and money laundering; 

 Defense of the former First Deputy Minister of Justice of Ukraine in the criminal 
case on alleged embezzlement of 54 mln UAH; 

 Representation in a dispute related to bringing the management and owners of 
insolvency banks to the subsidiary liability, brought by the Deposit Guarantee 
Fund of Ukraine; 

 Protection of interests of the bank's shareholders in a number of disputes to    
revoke decisions of the National Bank of Ukraine on banks liquidation; 

 Protection of interests of Khreschatyk Bank’s shareholder and top management 
in criminal cases on the facts of alleged misappropriation of assets, abuse of 
power and money laundering; 

 Representing the interests of one of the world's largest producers of tobacco 
products in criminal proceedings involving unscrupulous counterparties who 
evade taxes; 

 Protecting the interests of the large international agricultural holding Continen-
tal Farmers Group as a victim in criminal proceedings for fraud and misappropri-
ation of funds in a particularly large amount; 

 Protection of the interests of the Board Member of the National Bank of Ukraine 
in criminal proceedings at National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine regarding 
the provision of a stabilization loan to VAB Bank in the amount of 1, 2 bln UAH 
by the National Bank of Ukraine; 

 Protection of the interests of the Ukrainian Football Association, its officials and 
enterprises in criminal cases of alleged embezzlement of budget funds; 

 Providing advice for the international investor on the issues of applying to ICSID 
because of the assets expropriation in the amount of 800 mln USD, carried out 
by Ukraine; 

 Representation of the metallurgical plants in a range of commercial, civil and ad-
ministrative disputes initiated by the Ministry of Infrastructure over land plots 
and real estate; 

 Challenging sanctions imposed on the companies from the Netherlands and     
Cyprus in the Supreme Court; 

 Appealing additional tax liabilities in the amount of ~ 1 bln UAH in the 
interests of the owner of one of the largest office centers in Ukraine; 

 Representation of SkyEng, the most expensive educational start-up in Eastern 
Europe, in a dispute over the recognition of illegal trademark registration of 
fraudsters in Ukraine, etc. 



TEAM LEADERS 

 
DENYS BUGAY – partner-cofounder, head of White-Collar Crime practice 
President of the Ukrainian Bar Association 
 
Specializes in criminal proceedings, investigations, business protection and 
supporting complex litigations in all judicial instances of Ukraine.  
He has considerable experience in conducting projects in the banking and media sectors, 
as well in the oil and gas and tobacco industries.  
Key expertise covers fraud, money laundering, misappropriation and embezzlement, tax 
evasion, abuse of power, negligence and illicit enrichment. 
Represents the interests of public figures in anti-corruption bodies. 
Expert in cross-border investigations, extradition and Interpol.  
 
 The Legal 500 EMEA: among leading Ukrainian lawyers in the field of White-

Collar Crime (Top-tier); 
 Ukrainian Legal Awards: Best Criminal Lawyer of Ukraine in 2018; 
 Chambers Europe: in TOP-5 lawyers of Ukraine in White-Collar Crime; 
 Who is Who Legal: listed among the TOP-3 best Ukrainian experts in the field of 

Asset recovery, Business Crime Defence and Investigations; 
 Best Lawyers: one of the best Ukrainian experts in Criminal law  and GR, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
VLADIMIR VASHCHENKO – partner-cofounder, head of Dispute Resolution practice  

Experienced in domestic and international disputes as well as investigations by 
regulatory and law enforcement authorities with a special focus on reprivatization, 
sanction and investment disputes.  
Has a broad disputes practice with substantial experience in resolving complex 
commercial, corporate and shareholder/ownership cases, typically involving 
international element. 
Most recent work includes working on the ICSID arbitration case, judicial protection of 
shareholders' corporate rights, challenging sanctions imposed on European companies, 
protection of large businesses’ interests in criminal proceedings. 
His practice encompasses a number of industry sectors such as energy, non-ferrous 
metallurgy, construction, banking and gas distribution.   
 
 Best Lawyers: among the leading Ukrainian experts in Litigation and Tax;  
 TOP-50 leading law firms of Ukraine: highly recommended in Litigation; 
 Client's choice. TOP 100 lawyers of Ukraine - 2020: one of the best lawyers of 

Ukraine in Tax law and Private Clients Practice; 
 Ukrainian Legal awards: the best lawyer in Ukraine in the field of tax disputes in 

2019, etc. 
 

 
 

Denys Bugay 

Attorney-at-law, partner 

d.bugay@vbpartners.ua 

Vladimir Vashchenko 

Attorney-at-law, partner 

v.vaschenko@vbpartners.ua  

mailto:v.vaschenko@vbpartners.ua


TEAM LEADERS 

 
OLEKSANDR LUKIANENKO - partner 
 
Specializes in business protection, representing interests in criminal proceedings 
and complex legal disputes in all court instances.  
He is experienced in cross-border investigations as a local adviser and takes part in 
asset tracing in foreign jurisdictions, as well as in investigations related to fraud, 
corruption, and insider trading.  
Oleksandr represents clients before international law enforcement agencies, incl. 
Interpol. 
He has long-term experience of supporting major transactions and large-scale 
projects in the field of real estate and construction.  
His areas of expertise also include comprehensive support of M&A transactions, 
business restructuring.  
 
 Chambers Europe: recommended as Up & Coming in White-Collar Crime; 
 Legal 500 EMEA: noted as Next Generation Partners in White-Collar Crime; 
 Best Lawyers: one of the best lawyers in Ukraine in Criminal Defense. 
 
 

 

DENYS SHKAROVSKY – counsel 

Specializes in criminal proceedings, protecting business, its shareholders and top 
management from law enforcement agencies` pressure and accompanying complex 
lawsuits in all judicial instances of Ukraine.  
Manages projects concerning investigations of fraud and corruption in companies. 
He carries out organizational and control measures for preventing corporate fraud.  
Audits business models of clients for the presence of criminal risks and develops 
mechanisms to neutralize them.  
He has significant experience in resolving complex national disputes and disputes 
with a foreign element in cooperation with foreign colleagues.  
Member of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE).  
 
 Best Lawyers: one of the best specialists of Ukraine in Criminal Defense.  
 Client's choice: TOP-100 lawyers of Ukraine 2020: in TOP-8 experts in 

Corporate governance and Compliance. 

Denys Shkarovsky 

Attorney-at-law, counsel 

d.shkarovsky@vbpartners.ua 

Oleksandr Lukianenko 

Attorney-at-law, partner 
a.lukyanenko@vbpartners.ua 


